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Health & Human Enrichment 
Tuesday, December 15, 2015 
 
1. What aspects of the gathering seemed most interesting and useful to you? 
● People piggybacking on other people's ideas and stating connections 
● Open forum w/no agenda driving the discussion 
● The fact that we came together to talk and share ideas 
● Opportunities to hear about potential collaborations 
● It has been useful to hear what all departments are doing presently and how we 
can collaborate together 
● Hearing about all the amazing work being done all across campus & community 
● Hearing about what other people are doing 
● Project ideas 
● Multiple disciplines 
● Broad definition of Health, incorporating various aspects and influences of 
wellness (personal, environmental, global) 
● Brainstorming/dreaming 
● Brainstorming with an open mind 
● I liked the concepts and how Julie pulled the different information from us to 
build each idea 
● Discussion 
 
2. Do you plan to take any action as a result of attending this gathering? 
● Talk to some people who can help me with two projects I’m working on and to 
better work w/student employees I supervise 
● Yes - I will connect w/others from this session where I see synergy 
● Probably, but not right away 
● Follow up with Center for Active Living & Healthy Communities again 
● Continue to attend sessions and participate and listen to ideas and conversation 
● I will pay attention to collaborative opportunities 
● Going to talk to Becky 
● Not right now 
● maybe discuss options for a proposal 
● Plan to share with colleagues with similar interest who are not here 
● I plan to keep participating, and specifically to follow-up with two 
people/projects mentioned 
● Attend other meetings & continue conversation 
● I plan to continue with the work on clusters assist, with the disaster concept, and 
other areas as well 
● Smaller group and join other cluster 
 
 
3. What impact did your participation in this event have on your thinking? 
● None.  I already work collaboratively w/lots of areas on campus 
● I was already interested, but this was encouraging.  Let's not waste this 
opportunity to model change! 
● Deeper understanding of the potential 
● Challenging to decide on #1 cluster at this point in the discussion.  Some folks 
have many ideas already and we heard a lot from them but I would like all to 
have more of a chance to discuss/communicate 
● Really used it as a listening opportunity 
● Clusters are a great idea but it’s a DAUNTING task - I’m feeling overwhelmed 
● I am interested in Becky’s idea to create wellness programing for students 
● Not much 
● Increased my confidence that this will work 
● Encouraged by many ideas. BUT it re-emphasized need for a central location 
(online and otherwise) for such discussions to occur 
● Broadened the scope of the concept of “clusters” 
● Thinking out of the box 
● I was able to see many other areas of expertise at PSU.  Many Health focused 
ideas and people 
● Reinforced already known 
 
4. What recommendations do you have for the workshop facilitator/presenter or for CETL 
staff to help us improve such events in the future? 
● None 
● Professional facilitator that is not a PSU employee 
● Julie is a great facilitator 
● I’m in the same place as other people wondering about resources 
● More sessions 
● I would have had this as a more open discussion - less directed by one person 
● Start with broader goals and work back to “what do we do now?”. Avoid  
limitations of current projects and initiatives 
● Include community members 
● We will need faculty/staff development to help us “re-think” about how we 
teach within clusters 
● Great conversation 
● Action items and deadline dates by: ……. 
